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China’s Air Force Wraps Up Large Force Exercise—Very Likely “Red Sword 2020” 

Mingzhi Chen 

 

Starting in June 2020, the Chinese People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) likely held a large 
force exercise in and around the Gobi Desert area in northwest China. This exercise involved multiple branches 
of the PLAAF, including PLAAF aviation, mobile radar, and surface-to-air missile (SAM) units. Based on our 
understanding of observable activities associated with various PLAAF exercises, this event very likely was the 
PLAAF’s “Red Sword 2020” (红剑-2020) exercise which probably started in mid-June and ended sometime in 
early August.  

PLA media sources reported in July and August 2020, that at least one Southern Theater Command Air 
Force (STCAF) mobile radar unit recently maneuvered from southern China to the Gobi Desert for military 
exercise.1 This unit transported its equipment and travelled thousands of kilometers by rail and road.2 It took the 
unit several days before they reached the pre-determined location in the Gobi Desert for military exercise.3 
Separate PLA media reporting indicates that a STCAF SAM unit also maneuvered for thousands of kilometers 
by rail and road, eventually arriving at the Gobi Desert to carry out a “real combat” exercise.4 

 
(A STCAF mobile radar unit is seen arriving at Gobi Desert for exercise5) 
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(A STCAF SAM unit is seen conducting exercise in Gobi Desert6) 

Official sources also reported field training activities by STCAF aviation units likely in Yinchuan 
Xincheng Air Base (38.482222, 106.008333, Ningxia) and Dingxin Shuangchengzi Air Base (40.402006, 
99.785576, Gansu), both located near the Gobi Desert.7 Satellite imagery shows a large number of large aircraft 
(likely bombers and special mission aircraft) and small aircraft (likely various types of tactical aircraft) parked 
at Yinchuan Air Base between mid-June and August. Additional reporting in August confirms that a Central 
Theater Command Air Force (CTCAF) H-6K bomber unit conducted exercise there sometime in the summer.8 
Compared to baseline aircraft activity at Yinchuan, this large number of aircraft indicates that unusual activity 
is occurring that is consistent with large force exercises.9 Satellite imagery also show a significant increase in 
the number of aircraft parked at the Dingxin Air Base during the same period.10  

 
(A STCAF aviation unit is seen conducting exercise in Dingxin airfield11) 
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(A CTCAF H-6K bomber unit is seen conducting exercise in Yinchuan airfield12) 

 

(A CTCAF bomber unit is seen conducting exercise in Yinchuan airfield13) 

The evidence provided above—the presence of various STCAF and CTCAF units involved in an 
unspecified military exercise in Gobi Desert and the unusually high number of aircraft at Yinchuan and Dingxin 
air bases during the same timeframe—indicates that a large force exercise took place during the summer of 
2020. These activities are consistent with known information from “Red Sword 2018” which occurred in the 
summer of 2018.14 Taken together, the PLAAF very likely conducted the “Red Sword 2020” military exercise 
during the period from mid-June to early- or mid-August.   

 

Opinions, conclusions, and recommendations expressed or implied within are solely those of the author(s) and do not 
necessarily represent the views of the Air University, the United States Air Force, the Department of Defense, or any 
other U.S. government agency. Cleared for public release: distribution unlimited. 
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